
Meanwise Announces Launch of Initial Coin
Offering Campaign in April
Meanwise, the live online resume builder for top creative professionals, is set to launch an Initial Coin
Offering (ICO) campaign during the month of April.

BURBANK, CA, USA, March 14, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Meanwise, the live online resume

We believe in our product and
its future very strongly, and
we are interesting in finding
enthusiastic investors to
assist us.”

Hilal Agil

builder for top creative professionals, is set to launch an Initial
Coin Offering (ICO) campaign during the month of April.

The Meanwise executive team will promote the ICO - in order
to raise capital for R&D of the upcoming Meanwise Talent
Marketplace that aims to disrupt the Freelance Industry - with
profile-raising roadshow stops in Singapore, Dubai, Geneva,
London, Berlin and Tallinn, Estonia.

“We believe in our product and its future very strongly, and we

are interesting in finding enthusiastic investors to assist us in developing new technologies to further
our customer base and company growth,” said Meanwise CEO Hilal Agil.

Users will be rewarded with Cryptocurrency for endorsements on Meanwise. The system is designed
in a way where the credits are calculated based on the Endorser's reputation, which would depend on
his/her background and experience.

Advantages Meanwise has to offer include:

- A Credits System built on Blockchain, where users certify their skills through non-traditional means,
such as proof of work from industry leaders. This system would make it easier for people to prove
their abilities and make hiring easier

- Using Biometric Verification to very our user Identities (launching in early April)

- AR-based Visual Search that can potentially change the way we network (coming late April)

- Verifiable history of transactions made via the Meanwise Talent Marketplace, through the use of
Blockchain Smart Contracts to prevent fraud (coming in mid-May as part of the ICO)

More pertinent materials on the ICO and the Meanwise Token, including the Whitepaper and
schedule, will be released in April.

For more information visit meanwise.com and get the free iOS app from the App Store at
iTunes.apple.com/app/meanwise. 

ABOUT MEANWISE:

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://meanwise.com/?utm_source=BetaList


Meanwise is a free, mobile-based iOS app that offers a live résumé’ format for business professionals
in creative fields such as Design, Music, Film, Photography, Sports, Tech and more, in order to
showcase their talents and abilities, as well as a visual display of current creative work - a social
media platform specifically designed for discovering career and industry networking opportunities.

Meanwise is based in Los Angeles, founded by Maldivians Hilal Agil and Mohamed Shamheed with
the shared goal of providing a digital alternative to the traditional resume, an end-to-end solution for
people to prove their individual skills, built on the Blockchain platform, enabling users with diverse
skillsets to build a profile where they can validate their abilities with stackable credits.

The social resume is ideal for Graphic Designers, Architects, Interior Designers, Photographers,
Actors, Models, Musicians, Chefs, Fashion Designers, and anybody looking to join the workforce or
the gig economy whose efforts are best shown visually.
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